Name of the Event: - Alumni Guest Lecture
Resource Person: - Ms. Riya Malik, Alumna 2015- 18 batch, Data Analyst, Amazon
Day & Date: - Friday, 15th January, 2021
Time: - 10.00 AM to 12.00 Noon
Attended by: - All the first year BBA Students (Shift I+ II)
Venue: Online, ZOOM App

The BBA Department of JIMS Engineering Management Technical Campus, Greater Noida
organised an Alumni Guest Lecture on Friday, 15th January, 202. Ms. Riya Malik, Alumna of
BBA 2015- 18 batch, working as a Data Analyst, Amazon was the resource person, she shared
her experience and learnings at JIMS, how she got groomed during three years of her
graduation, placement that she got at Amazon and further enlightened our first year students.

Dr. Chandra Shaardha, HoD, BBA welcomed the guest and thanked him for accepting the
invitation.

Ms. Malik began the session with a lot of enthusiasm and expressed a heart felt gratitude
towards JIMS and the faculty of BBA department for grooming her and she also thanked
placement department for good placement opportunities, like she got at Amazon. She expressed
that she gained a lot from JIMS which she further utilised in her job and leading successful
corporate life.

She further expressed her college journey and suggested all the do’s and don’ts to the students.
She discussed about her first year which was full of excitement and her internship in second
year which she did at Parle Agro and she cheerfully informed that she got a good stipend as
well. She informed them how to strongly build one’s resume impressive for the selection at

various companies. Her instruction to first year students was to do every bit at their best which
would prove to be fruitful later.

She further emphasised on continuous improvement rather than expecting miraculous results
at teenage. Doing online courses, learning new things, may it be from academics or beyond

were the few tips that she gave to the students. She also gave some on corporate affairs and
what all personality traits are needed. At the end she was feeling very nostalgic and thanked
JIMS and faculty members again.

Mr. Ankur Budhiraja, Assistant Professor, BBA gave vote of thanks and expressed gratitude
towards the guest for giving her valuable time to the students. Dr. Rashi Gupta, Assistant
Professor, BBA coordinated for the event to be a success. Ms. Malik answered all the queries
with patience. The lecture was highly needed and interactive for all the students.

